Child Safety Products

Child-Proofing Electrical Outlets
- Outlet Plugs and Covers
- Outlet Plates
- Power Strip Covers

Furniture Guards for Children
- Edge and Corner Guards
- Tip Guards or Anchors
- DVD/VCR Protectors

Child-Proofing Gates
- Pressure-Mounted Gates
- Hardware-Mounted Gates

Bedrails to Prevent Falls
- Toddler Bed Rails
- Other Bed Rails

Window Protection
- Window Guards
- Cord Protection

Door Protection
- Door Locks
- Door Knob Covers

Smoke Alarms and Carbon Monoxide Detectors

Safety Devices for the Bathroom
- Toilet Locks
- Faucet Covers
- Scald Detectors
- Cabinet and Drawer Locks

Safety Items for the Kitchen
- Appliance Protectors
- Drawer and Cabinet Locks
Pool Safety Products

☐ Pool Fences
☐ Pool Alarms
☐ Pool Cover

Other Devices for Child Safety

☐ Car Seats
☐ Baby Monitors